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Activity C5: Power Talk—Case

The dentist showed the insurance salesman into his private office and motioned to a chair for the visitor to sit in.
“Gee, it’s nice of you to come out. Sorry about the wait. I really appreciate your fitting it in to my incredibly busy
schedule. It’s been all catch up since I got back from London. Have you ever been to London, Jim?”

The agent sits down, looking up from the rather low seat. “Well, actually, Dr. Barker, I was there when I worked
in medical tech. Really, I was based in Plymouth, but we got up there every now and then...”

The salesman’s voice trailed off as he noticed that the dentist wasn’t listening and had walked around behind
his desk and was straightened some charts. “You wouldn’t recognize it now.” The dentist leaned forward,
gesturing as if to put his hand on the agent’s arm. “And the prices! You wouldn’t believe it. Dinner for two: $300.”
The dentist sat back in his swivel chair and mused, “Of course that’s for a nice place. But tell me, Jim, how’s
business? I understand things aren’t going so well in the trade.”

The agent spoke briefly and generally about the American economy. The dentist looked at his guest a minute
then let his gaze wander to the stack of charts on his desk. This line of conversation went on for a few minutes
with the dentist interrupting on occasion to change topics or interject his feelings. Finally, the salesman looked
down at his briefcase and announced, half apologetically and half hopefully, “Well, there’s some things I’d like to
show you if you don’t mind.”

Dr. Barker replied, “Well, you know I’m awfully pressed...”
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